
A DEBATE AS TO WHETHER ABORTION IS MORAL OR IMMORAL

Does Abortion Treat the Fetus in an Unethical, Callous Way? Most debates on the ethics of abortion focus on whether
the fetus is a person.

Having an FLO is what is crucial to the account, although one would, of course, want to make an exception in
the case of fully autonomous people who refuse life-saving medical treatment. But Kaczor goes on to show the
centrality of this distinction for morality. Thomson argues that you surely have the right to disconnect
yourself. His bibliography, however, does ignore some older and still important studies, including Germain
Grisez's massive work Abortion: The Myths, the Realities, and the Arguments. But presumably one is
personally opposed because abortion is the unjust taking of a human life. The 5-year-old has greater moral
value. If it did, the pregnant woman is at the very least an accessory, and more likely a conspirator. Kaczor
also judges morally right radiation therapy or a hysterectomy, that is, removal of the uterus, to save the life of
a pregnant woman suffering from cancer of the uterus and for whom life-saving treatment of the cancer cannot
be postponed until the baby is born. First, though, we need to understand what the issues are. Much debate
about the legality of abortion involves debating the legal status of the fetus. Unplugging yourself from the
violinist suggests that you are not violating his bodily integrity. He goes on to argue that the violinist analogy
can be attacked on other grounds, for instance, on the right of the violinist and fetus to bodily integrity.
McMahan argued that since rational functioning determines moral worth, then there are degrees of
personhood, and some persons are of greater value not only than non-rational humans but also than some
rational ones. Consider Feinberg's attempt to show that infanticide is wrong even though no infant is a person.
Accordingly, the use of potentiality in the FLO theory is not a sign of an illegitimate inference. However,
unborn children whose lives are at risk in utero e. Human Identity and the Ethics of Killing to contrast the
endowment account of personhood and the performance account of personhood  What makes killing us wrong,
in general, is that it deprives us of a future of value. Norcross, A. A different approach is needed. Fetuses who
are aborted, of course, will not. These difficulties with the classic anti-abortion argument are well known and
thought by many to be conclusive. If one were to ask individuals with AIDS or with incurable cancer about the
nature of their misfortune, I believe that they would say or imply that their impending loss of an FLO makes
their premature death a misfortune.


